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Cloud Video Platform
Secure video meetings made simple

Fast connection
to the Justice
Video Service

Use desktop, tablet,
mobile and roombased video devices

Easy to use
for a range of
meetings

Cloud Video Platform (CVP) delivers a new and secure
conferencing service which connects the Justice
Video Service (JVS) to the outside world.
The platform allows different types of
videoconferencing systems including Skype, audio
calls and room-based video conferencing systems to
communicate with each other.
You don’t need a dedicated video conferencing (VC)
unit, simply connect the kit you already have.
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What is CVP?
CVP is a secure cloud based video conferencing
solution, which allows all meeting participants to meet
in a virtual meeting room, using the video technology
they have to hand.

How much does it cost?
It’s completely free to join a cloud meeting.

Joining the CVP meeting is through a link that
connects all participants seamlessly to whatever video
system they are using, wherever they are working.

How do I become a CVP room owner?
If your business area is new to CVP and you would like
to set up a dedicated virtual meeting room please
contact our MoJ contacts at the bottom of this page.

How do you use it?
CVP works very simply. Each cloud meeting room has
an owner and an administrator (may be the same
person). The administrator will send out a cloud
meeting invitation with a link including easy to use
joining instructions.
Participants can use any device with a camera and
microphone e.g. desktop, laptop, mobile phone or
tablet to join the meeting. The link can connect them
via web browser, Skype, room video conference
system, conference call.
The administrator can control the video conference
and monitor who is joining, mute participants, change
the screen layout and also lock the meeting so that no
further participants can join.
Who can join a meeting using CVP?
Anyone can join a CVP meeting including third parties
as long as they have an invite.
How many people can join?
A single cloud room can easily support 30 – 50
participants and you can also present to large groups.
It is possible to mute everyone apart from the
presenter, and then turn the ‘spotlight’ on them so
they can be seen by everyone else.
There are many different video layouts depending on
the number of participants.
Can I record or stream my meeting?
No, these features are currently disabled.
How secure is it?
It’s very secure - all video traffic is encrypted to AES
128 security standards. Information Assurance have
reviewed the solution and it holds ISO27001
accreditation.

Are my calls secure?
CVP supports encryption over video - so your calls are
secure.

How can I find out more about using CVP?
You can view an online video that tells you more about
connecting to a cloud meeting and online training
materials including a handy short guide:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpRTHL-w1KY&
What web browsers and firewalls support CVP?
For the latest details of firewall configuration and
versions of the browser that work best, please see the
link below. You may need to check your IT
departments’ policies with our online guide to ensure a
successful CVP connection.
Can I share my desktop/application?
Yes, CVP supports desktop sharing via Skype and
browser (subject to the version being used).
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
The links below provide detailed technical information
and a link to check your device and connection with a
test video call.
Latest browser requirements
https://service.cloudroom.vc/supportedbrowsers.html
Firewall information
https://service.cloudroom.vc/firewall.html
Try a test video call with your device
https://webrtc.vijuspace.com/Ministry-of-Justice/#/?c
onference=test_call
MoJ Contacts
Vincent Haines – Product Owner
Vincent.Haines@justice.gov.uk
Alistair Buchanan – Justice Video Architect Lead
Alistair.Buchanan@justice.gov.uk

